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Abstract Anhedonia, or the loss of pleasure in previously re-
warding stimuli, is a core symptom of major depressive disor-
der that may reflect an underlying dysregulation in reward pro-
cessing. The mesolimbic dopamine circuit, also known as the
brain’s reward circuit, is integral to processing the rewarding
salience of stimuli to guide actions. Manifestation of anhedonia
and associated depression symptoms, like feelings of sadness,
changes in appetite, and psychomotor effects, may reflect
changes in the brain reward circuitry as a common underlying
disease process. This reviewwill synthesize the recent literature
from human and rodent studies providing a circuit-level frame-
work for understanding anhedonia in depression, with empha-
sis on the nucleus accumbens.
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Introduction

One in six Americans suffer from major depressive disorder
(MDD) [1, 2], yet it is estimated that one-third ofMDDpatients
treated with current therapies are treatment-resistant [3]. There

is an urgent need for more effective therapeutic approaches,
and a better understanding of the pathophysiology of depres-
sion will present novel treatment strategies. Depressed patients
must display one of two core symptoms of depression: anhe-
donia or feelings of sadness. Studies have shown that anhedo-
nia and reduced reward learning [4] predict a poorer prognosis
[5], with a higher prevalence of treatment failure among anhe-
donic patients [6]. The number of depressed patients with an-
hedonia suggests that aberrant reward processing, perhaps due
to changes in reward circuitry, is a core mechanism underlying
depression pathophysiology [7]. Recent neuroimaging studies
in depressed patients show reduced activation of the reward
circuitry in depression, specifically the nucleus accumbens
(NAc) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) [8]. Several studies
have shown that deep brain stimulation of either the NAc or
ACC ameliorates anhedonia in treatment-refractory depression
[9, 10]. A greater understanding of the cellular mechanisms
within brain reward circuitry is needed to provide insights into
the anhedonic state and reveal new therapeutic targets.

A major challenge facing basic science research in the area
of mood disorders is the difficulty in modeling human psychi-
atric symptoms like guilt, suicidality, and sadness in rodents
[11, 12]. In addition, unlike other psychiatric illnesses, recent
genome-wide association studies have yielded no clear genet-
ic linkages to depression, preventing the field from developing
genetic models of the disease. It is long known that chronic
stress is a predisposing risk factor for depression [13] and thus
basic research has focused on developing models of chronic
stress to recapitulate aspects of the disease in rodents. These
rodent depression models are yielding fundamental insights
into the basic mechanisms that influence depression vulnera-
bility or resilience [14, 15], as well as enabling a dissection of
the reward circuitry using optogenetic techniques [16, 17].
Coupled to neuroimaging and deep brain stimulation studies
in humans [18, 19], these data are providing novel insight into
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the brain reward circuitry in depression. Here, we will sum-
marize recent investigations of the brain reward circuit using
animal models of depression and anhedonia, with a focus on
the nucleus accumbens circuitry.

Animal Models of Depression

In order to study depression and anhedonia in rodents,
most models examine chronic stress effects on natural
rewards like social interaction and sucrose consumption.
The chronic social defeat stress model repeatedly ex-
poses young adult male mice to a series of antagonistic
encounters with an older, more aggressive male mouse,
resulting in a range of depression-like phenotypes [14,
20]. All of the mice that undergo social defeat stress
display anxiety-like behavior in exploratory-based tasks,
but they are differentiated by deficits in social interaction
behavior and sucrose preference, an established measure
of anhedonia in mice [21, 22]. In addition to sucrose
preference, intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS) is used
to measure anhedonia. Elevation in ICSS threshold indi-
cates reduced reward circuit function, while increased
ICSS suggests increased reward seeking. Interestingly,
chronic social defeat stress causes elevations in ICSS
threshold [23, 24].

Approximately two-thirds of experimental mice that under-
go social defeat stress display social avoidance and reduced
sucrose preference and are termed susceptible. One-third of
mice do not exhibit anhedonia, as measured by reduced su-
crose consumption, or display deficits in social interaction and
are termed resilient [25]. This finding is analogous to diverse
human populations, whereby only a subset of individuals sub-
jected to daily life stress develop depression. As a measure of
predictive validity, only chronic 30-day treatment with imip-
ramine is sufficient to reverse the social avoidance character-
istic of susceptible mice. While most antidepressant drug de-
velopment efforts have focused on reversing pathophysiolog-
ical changes observed in susceptible individuals, recent stud-
ies have also shown that resiliency to stress is not merely the
lack of susceptibility but requires the engagement of active
mechanisms [15, 26–28]. Thus, the chronic social defeat stress
model enables the analysis of mechanisms that confer either
susceptibility or resiliency to stress. A disadvantage of the
model is its restriction to males, since female mice do not
commonly display similar antagonistic interactions (an impor-
tant exception is California mice [29]). Other models, like
chronic mild stress or chronic unpredictable stress, may be
better suited for studying sex differences. In chronic mild
stress, animals undergo a month of daily, variable stressors
ranging fromwet bedding to restraint to tail suspension or foot
shock. Protocols vary, but the accumulation of mild unpredict-
able stressors over a long period of time results in anhedonia,
anxiety, reduced social interaction, and behavioral despair

[30]. Since depression is more prevalent in women, it is nec-
essary in the future to consider additional models that enable
the study of sex differences in stress susceptibility [31]. The
majority of studies that will be discussed in this review use
either the chronic social defeat stress or chronic mild stress
paradigm in mice to model facets of anhedonia. We refer the
reader to reviews that analyze the utility of animal models in
more detail [11, 32].

Brain Reward Circuit

The mesolimbic reward circuit consists primarily of the pre-
frontal cortex (PFC), nucleus accumbens (NAc), ventral teg-
mental area (VTA), amygdala (AMY), and hippocampus
(HIP) [33, 34] (See Fig. 1). Additional brain regions like the
lateral hypothalamus (LH) [35, 36], lateral habenula (LHb)
[37], and dorsal striatum [38] also play important roles in the
reward circuit but will not be discussed here. This review will
focus on the glutamatergic and dopaminergic circuitry that
directly impinges on the NAc, due to the integral role of the
NAc in the reward circuit.

The NAc is a key brain reward region in the ventral stria-
tum that integrates different excitatory and inhibitory inputs to
signal the salience of rewarding stimuli [39]. The NAc re-
ceives heterogeneous dopaminergic and GABAergic projec-
tions from the ventral tegmental area [40, 41] as well as glu-
tamatergic afferents from the thalamus [42•], PFC [43, 44],
HIP [45, 46], and AMY [47]. In turn, the NAc sends
GABAergic projections to the VTA and ventral pallidum.
The primary output of the NAc is then relayed through the
mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus to cortex to modulate
responses to reward-related cues [48]. Recently, a direct cor-
tical projection from cholinergic cells in the striatumwas iden-
tified [49], and it is possible that direct cortical projections
from NAc interneurons also exist. In these ways, the NAc is
a complex, integral hub in the cortico-limbic circuit.

PFC to NAc Circuit

The popular theory of hypofrontality in depression is based
upon observations of decreased cerebral blood flow and de-
creased activation of prefrontal cortical regions in studies of
patients with major depressive disorder [50–53]. Deep brain
stimulation of the human subgenual anterior cingulate cortex
was also shown to improve treatment-refractory depression
[54]. Comparatively, chronic stress paradigms in rodents re-
sult in atrophy and decreased spine synapses in the medial
prefrontal cortex [55–57]. In a recent study in mice, deep brain
stimulation of the ventromedial PFC after chronic social de-
feat stress (CSDS) reversed social avoidance behavior and
stress effects on serotonergic neurons [58]. From these studies,
it was not clear which cell type and output region of the PFC
was responsible for these antidepressant effects; however,
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earlier studies showed a reduction in immediate early gene
expression both in the prefrontal cortex of depressed patients
and susceptible mice after CSDS [59] that appeared to be
glutamatergic. High-frequency optogenetic stimulation of
prefrontal cortical glutamatergic afferents increased c-Fos
expression in the NAc and reversed social avoidance behav-
ior after CSDS [59]. Recent studies elaborated on these
findings, showing that high-frequency optogenetic stimula-
tion of PFC inputs to NAc reverses social avoidance in a
mechanism involving cholecystokinin blockade [42•, 60].
Stimulation of PFC inputs to the amygdala had an
anxiogenic effect but did not produce the same reversal in
social avoidance behavior [60].

As mentioned above, these studies were performed using
high-frequency, 100 Hz, stimulation of PFC to NAc synapses,
and it is unclear using these parameters whether the stimula-
tion is selective to PFC terminals or if antidromic activity may

have affected the behavioral results. Lower frequency stimu-
lation of PFC to NAc terminals with channelrhodopsin or
silencing with halorhodopsin does not affect social avoidance
[42•]. While the specific role of PFC to NAc projections in
susceptibility to stress is still unclear, we recently found that
thalamic projections to ventral striatum in susceptible mice
displayed increased excitatory strength as measured by in-
creased AMPA/NMDA ratio and increased vesicular gluta-
mate transporter-2 after stress. Activation of the
thalamostriatal glutamatergic projections to NAc was found
to be necessary and sufficient for social avoidance behavior
following CSDS [42•].

HIP to NAc Circuit

The hippocampus (HIP) receives and sends inputs to a number
of different brain regions in the reward circuit, including the

Fig. 1 a This simplified schematic depicts the major glutamatergic
afferents (red) to nucleus accumbens (NAc) medium spiny neurons. The
VTA sends dopaminergic projections to NAc (green) as well as PFC and
HIP (light green). Interneurons and NAc medium spiny neurons provide
GABAergic input (blue). The lateral hypothalamus, lateral habenula,
dorsal striatum, and ventral pallidum have been omitted for clarity,
though they also play important roles in the reward circuit. Ventral
tegmental area (VTA), amygdala (AMY), prefrontal cortex (PFC),
hippocampus (HIP), and intralaminar thalamus (ILT). b Optogenetic
stimulation of glutamatergic thalamostriatal synapses increased social
avoidance behavior in a recent study by Christoffel et al. [42•]. After
chronic social defeat stress, susceptible mice displayed baseline
increases in the strength of thalamic synapses in the ventral striatum, as
measured by increased vesicular glutamate transporter-2 protein and in-
creased AMPA to NMDA receptor ratio on medium spiny neurons with

optogenetic stimulation of thalamic terminals. c The basolateral amygdala
(BLA) projection to NAc signaled positive reward reinforcement, and
stimulation of this projection promoted intracranial self-stimulation
(ICSS) in a recent study by Namburi et al. [70•]. The study expanded
upon earlier work showing the rewarding effects of BLA to NAc terminal
stimulation [47]. After sucrose reward conditioning, BLA neurons that
project to the NAc displayed increased synaptic strength as measured by
increased AMPA to NMDA ratio. In an ICSS task, animals will nose-
poke for optogenetic stimulation of BLA neurons that project to the NAc.
d VTA dopamine neuron firing and Ih current was previously shown to
increase in susceptible animals after chronic social defeat stress [14]. A
recent study demonstrated that resilient mice have even larger Ih currents
along with increased potassium (K+) channel currents [77••]. Enhancing
this resiliency mechanism by stimulating dopamine cells or by increasing
potassium channel currents promoted increased social interaction
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VTA, AMY, and NAc. Due to this reciprocal connectivity, it
also plays important and complex roles in the processing of
reward valence. Emotionally salient events are suggested to
form stronger memories, and this relies in part on interactions
between the AMYand HIP [61, 62]. Patients withMDD show
decreased performance in several tasks of memory and cogni-
tion [63, 64]. Dendritic spine atrophy in CA1 and CA3 pyra-
midal cells of the hippocampus as well as decreased
neurogenesis have been well documented in rodent studies
of chronic stress [65]. In contrast, increased adult
neurogenesis in the hippocampus of a transgenic mouse mod-
el resulted in reduced anxiety and depression-like behaviors
[66]. Further, a recent study examined ventral hippocampal
afferents to the nucleus accumbens, finding that optogenetic
stimulation of these terminals in the NAc promoted suscepti-
bility to chronic social defeat stress [46]. Resilient mice
showed reduced ventral hippocampal activity following
stress, and optogenetic induction of long-term depression at
ventral hippocampal to NAc synapses promoted resiliency
[46].

AMY to NAc Circuit

The amygdala (AMY) is heavily implicated in depression and
stress behaviors, due to its role in modulating fear-mediated
responses. Functional imaging studies suggest that the AMY
is overactive in depressed humans [52, 53], and rodent stress
studies show increased dendritic spine density in the
basolateral amygdala (BLA) [67]. Interestingly, circuit-
specific studies paint a more complicated role for the AMY
in reward and anxiety. Increased firing of the BLA precedes
increased cue-evoked firing in the NAc, and the BLA to NAc
projection contributes to reward seeking [68]. In mouse
optogenetic studies, stimulation of BLA terminals in the
NAc promoted increased reward seeking [47]. On the other
hand, activation of BLA to central nucleus projections de-
creased anxiety while inhibition of BLA terminals in the cen-
tral nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) was anxiogenic [69]. A
recent study further investigated distinct projections from the
BLA, showing that projections to the NAc are positively re-
inforcing while projections to the centromedial nucleus are
negatively reinforcing in a fear-conditioning task compared
to reward conditioning [70•]. Neurons in the BLA that
projected to NAc displayed increased synaptic strength after
conditioning of a tone to sucrose delivery and optogenetic
stimulation of these cells increased intracranial self-stimula-
tion, providing more evidence for a role of the AMY in
reward-seeking behavior [70•].

VTA to NAc Circuit

VTA dopamine neurons are widely studied for their role in
encoding reward and reinforcement learning [71]. Dopamine

neurons shift from a baseline tonic firing to phasic firing in
response to unexpected rewards and will encode reward pre-
diction errors [72, 73]. So, the idea that aberrant dopamine
signaling subserves the anhedonic state has long been
entertained. Initial studies using the chronic social defeat
stress model in mice reported increased brain-derived neuro-
trophic factor (BDNF) in the VTA of susceptible mice, and
selective knockout of BDNF in the VTA prevented social
avoidance behavior [74]. These early studies did not distin-
guish between subtypes of dopamine neurons. Using
optogenetic methods in mice that enable millisecond control
of neuronal firing, projection-specific circuits from VTA do-
pamine neurons are now being investigated for having distinct
depression-modulatory roles [75, 76••, 77••, 78, 79•].

Following chronic social defeat stress, mice that are sus-
ceptible to stress display increased VTA dopamine neuron
firing and large, inward hyperpolarization (Ih) currents [14].
Enhanced phasic firing of dopamine neurons, using
optogenetic stimulation specifically of VTA neurons that pro-
ject to the NAc, induced stress susceptibility [76••]. This effect
was not seen when stimulating VTA dopamine neurons that
project to PFC, suggesting a specific role of dopaminergic
projections to the NAc in promoting susceptibility to stress.
In a recent study, resilient mice were shown to engage an
active, homeostatic mechanism that involves upregulation of
potassium channels and larger Ih currents than seen in suscep-
tible mice in VTA dopamine neurons following stress [77••].
Optogenetic stimulation of the VTA to mimic these Ih currents
in susceptible mice promoted stress resilience [77••]. Overall,
these studies suggest that both stress resilience and suscepti-
bility involve active mechanisms, and the enhancement of
certain resilience mechanisms could promote antidepressant
effects.

In contrast, studies using the chronic mild stress model in
mice observed opposite effects of VTA to NAc phasic stimu-
lation on social interaction behavior [79•]. Increased phasic
stimulation of VTA dopamine to NAc projections increased
sucrose preference and mobility in the tail suspension test
following chronic mild stress, suggesting a pro-resiliency effect
counter to the studies in chronic social defeat stress [76••, 79•].
The difference in behavioral paradigms could account for this
dichotomy. Chronic mild stress was shown to reduce VTA do-
pamine neuron firing, while social defeat stress increased base-
line dopamine neuron firing in susceptible mice [14, 79•]. It will
be important in the future to reconcile the discrepancies in these
studies in order tomore fully understand the role of VTA toNAc
projections in depression and anhedonia.

The discovery of a GABAergic projection from the VTA to
NAc provided an additional layer of complexity in
deciphering VTA to NAc projections [80]. Indiscriminate
optogenetic stimulation of VTA to NAc projections may in-
deed modulate these GABAergic projections. The previously
highlighted studies were performed inmice that expressedCre
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recombinase in tyrosine hydroxylase-positive cells, enabling
conditional activation of dopaminergic cells. However, the
specificity of channelrhodopsin expression in this Th-Cre
transgenic mouse line was recently disputed [81, 82•].
Studies that specifically activated VTA gamma aminobutyric
acid (GABA) neurons showed a decrease in dopamine release
in the NAc, but no effect on reward behavior as measured by
sucrose consumption [83].

GABAergic projections from VTA directly innervate cho-
linergic interneurons in the nucleus accumbens [41]. In addi-
tion, phasic dopamine release controls cholinergic tone via D2
and D1 receptor activation on cholinergic interneurons [84].
Since cholinergic interneurons have been shown to elicit in-
hibitory currents in striatal medium spiny neurons [85, 86], the
net result of VTA GABA projections may involve disinhibi-
tion ofmedium spiny neurons. However, cholinergic cells also
synapse on local GABAergic interneurons, for example
eliciting responses in neuropeptide Y-positive interneurons,
so there may be additional synaptic modulation by
GABAergic interneurons changing the net functional output
of these projections [85]. Clearly, more work is needed, par-
ticularly in the ventral striatum, to better understand the dif-
ferential effects of dopaminergic and GABAergic VTA inputs
on medium spiny neuron outputs and the behavioral effects in
depression models.

NAc Microcircuit

In addition to the many afferent inputs, the nucleus accumbens
itself contains an intricate inhibitory microcircuit that adds an
additional layer of complexity to the processing of reward-
related stimuli (Fig. 1). Medium spiny neurons (MSNs) are
the principal GABAergic cells in the NAc, comprising ap-
proximately 95–97 % of the total cell population in rodents
and 85 % in primates [87]. Although they synthesize and
release gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA) as a neurotrans-
mitter, MSNs are spiny, projection neurons. They are also
intricately connected to each other, creating a network of local
inhibitory collaterals [88, 89] in addition to inhibitory regula-
tion by GABAergic and cholinergic interneurons [90–93].

MSNs are distinguished by their dopamine receptor ex-
pression profiles, analogous to their counterparts in dorsal
striatum [94]. Most MSNs predominantly express either
the dopamine D1 receptor (Drd1) or dopamine D2 receptor
(Drd2) and will be referred to as D1-MSNs and D2-MSNs,
respectively. D1-MSNs directly innervate the VTA while
D2-MSNs signal through the ventral pallidum to VTA,
forming the direct and indirect pathways, respectively.
However, there is evidence of MSN subpopulations which
coexpress both Drd1 and Drd2 subtypes [95, 96]. The role
of these overlapping dopamine receptor populations in an-
hedonia and depression is still unclear.

D1-MSNs and D2-MSNs are known to have distinct func-
tional roles in the circuitry, so it is important to differentiate
between these cell populations when studying the NAc.
Selective channelrhodopsin-mediated optogenetic stimulation
of D1-MSNs was shown to increase the rewarding effects of
cocaine, as well as to promote resilience following social de-
feat stress [97, 98]. On the other hand, repeated, daily stimu-
lation of D2-MSNs during the chronic social defeat stress
paradigm promoted social avoidance. Unlike D1-MSN
optogenetic stimulation, D2-MSN stimulation did not produce
rapid behavioral effects [97], suggesting a complex and de-
layed mechanism underlying D2-MSN-mediated social
avoidance behavior. Further studies are needed to understand
the cellular adaptations important in mediating these delayed
effects of D2 activation in stress models.

Previous studies have shown that multiple chronic stress
paradigms, including gestational stress, chronic mild stress,
and chronic social defeat stress, produce an increase in excit-
atory synaptic tone and synaptic remodeling in the NAc of
susceptible mice [99–103]. In the social defeat stress model,
susceptible mice had increased density of stubby, immature
spines, along with increased mini excitatory postsynaptic cur-
rent (mEPSC) frequency, but no change in amplitude of cur-
rents [99], suggesting that there are more functional excitatory
synapses on NAc MSNs. Further studies showed that the in-
crease in mEPSC frequency is restricted to D2-MSNs in the
NAc [97]. Overall, these data suggest a model in which in-
creased excitatory afferents to NAc D2-MSNs induces synap-
tic plasticity that underlies susceptibility to stress. The shift in
excitatory to inhibitory tone in this circuit may reflect a failure
in homeostatic mechanisms to upregulate inhibition in suscep-
tible animals.

Although MSNs comprise the major population of cells in
the NAc, subpopulations of either GABAergic or cholinergic
interneurons are present as well and are known to contribute to
the overall tone of the microcircuitry [33, 34]. The main clas-
ses of GABAergic interneurons are classified partly based on
expression of calcium-binding proteins and neuropeptides: (1)
mostly overlapping population of neuropeptide Y, nitric oxide
synthase, and somatostatin-expressing cells, (2) parvalbumin,
and (3) calbindin-2 or calretinin [87]. Each of these
GABAergic interneuron populations also has a distinct
electrophysiological profile [92, 104]. The large, cholinergic
interneuron population is marked by expression of choline
acetyltransferase (ChAT) and exhibits tonically active,
pause-excitation firing [84]. Silencing cholinergic interneu-
rons in the NAc was shown to promote depression-like
behaviors in one study [93]. Parvalbumin-positive neurons
are fast-spiking interneurons that form proximal somatic
synapses, while neuropeptide Y and somatostatin-expressing
cells are classified as persistent low-threshold spiking and
often synapse on the distal dendrites [104]. Despite the
sparsity of GABAergic interneurons, a dense dendritic tree
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enables one interneuron to contact hundreds of MSNs and
provide powerful inhibitory control [105]. Although emerging
reports are beginning to define the roles of the inhibitory in-
terneurons in the NAc, far more work is needed in this area.

Conclusion

The brain’s reward circuit is critical in parsing positive and
negative stimuli, and it is increasingly appreciated that dys-
function within the circuit manifests as psychiatric symptoms
such as anhedonia, or an inability to normally experience re-
wards in one’s environment. Within the reward circuit, the
NAc serves as an integral hub that receives inhibitory synaptic
inputs from other MSNs in the form of distal dendritic inhib-
itory collateral synapses, along with inhibitory synaptic inputs
from interneurons [88]. There is also additional inhibitory
input from the VTA GABAergic population. However, the
majority of synapses within the NAc are glutamatergic and
arise from the many excitatory afferents previously discussed
from PFC, AMY, and HIP [106]. As detailed above, the inte-
gration of circuit-specific afferent inputs into the NAc inhibi-
tory network may ultimately determine reward-mediated be-
havioral outcomes following exposure to chronic stress.
Unraveling the complexity of this integration is the next chal-
lenge in developing cell-targeted therapies for anhedonia and
depression.
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